
DEEP DIVE: Tripping Rebrand + Search Feature



• Pivot from a community-based “share a couch” site to an aggregation site for homestay listing 
• Define Brand Identity (personas & target audience, brand language, colors) 
• Develop a first source of revenue through homestay listing & search 
• Help with organic traffic growth through SEO optimization 
• Understand and define what the Search feature should entail 
• Implement quickly (this project was completed in under 6 months with a team of 2)

PROJECT GOALS

MY CONTRIBUTION

I came in to Tripping as their first designer, and graduated quickly to Director of Product. I talked to existing users, pitched 
their investors, did all visual and interaction design, and took on all front-end engineering tasks (html, css, javascript) as the 
existing engineering lead there did not feel comfortable in that role.



THE INITIAL SITE

This was the version of the site I inherited on day 1.

BRAND RELAUNCH

First version of the pivot and brand relaunch.



EARLY SEARCH WIREFRAMES



The design solution for the brand focused on a female first target audience between the ages of 18-30. The search design 
solution struck a balance between those users who were inclined to search by geographic location to an epicenter 
(distance from an attraction) and those users inclined to browse based on appealing photography. I did extensive user 
testing to find which filters were most important, as well as looked to the competitive landscape (Airbnb, etc) to find 
similar patterns. I wanted the filters to feel quick and responsive, and helped the current CTO find a new search engine 
(Sphinx), which increased performance over the mysql queries initially used by many, many, many multiples.

DESIGN SOLUTION

SUCESS OF THE PROJECT

Tripping was able to go from a community-based social site, to the largest aggregator of homestay listings doing close to 
half a million in revenue a month. The brand pivot and launch of the search feature (primary revenue source) was essential to 
being able to reach those metrics. The team has not had a full time designer since I left in 2012, and has heavily relied on 
the existing brand guidelines I developed.



FINAL SOLUTION



FINAL SOLUTION DETAIL



FINAL SOLUTION DETAIL



THANK YOU.  www.getjk.com  415 627 8329

http://www.getjk.com



